First Grade: Informative Writing
Prompt: The difference between moths and butterflies

The difference is butterflies are more thin than moths. Moths are more thick than butterflies. They both become caterpillars when they hatch. Moths are fluffy & butterfl y are thin & not so fluffy at all. They both hatch from a cocoon they both seem kind of the same but they are not.

End
Moths have bold cules. Butterlys have brite cules. The differents is that butterlys have ther wings are fluid when ther aslip, moths wings are sumtime upin and sumtime fluid. Moths and Butterlys are different and the
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Name: Nellie

Moths and butterflies look different because butterflies have pretty colors and moths are fat.
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The butterfly tastes with their feet. When the butterfly is resting, their wings are folded. When the moth is resting, their wings are not folded. The butterfly wing is colorful. The moth's wings are dull. The moth's body is thick. The butterfly's body is thin. Sometimes there are spots that look like eyes. The wings of a moth look like a tree or a leaf. The intena of a moth looks like a feather. The intena of a butterfly is at the end of the intena is thick. They both start out as a caterpillar. A butterfly starts as a caterpillar. A moth starts as a caterpillar.
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Butterfly and moths can all fly
different house
Their color is different
The moth has dark color
and a they can rest
When they rest it

Fly when it is warm
in winter the moth is

And the butterfly

The butterfly is
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To box we are facing so how moth pro butterfly re different.
The difference pro butterfly x2
How the color of wehee moth. How birth moth or pro wehee
butterfly have
spat, some butterfly
and plastic to
lacying the age,
some butterfly
have spiders lages,
some butterfly
have antennas that
are soft, some
butterfly have
brittle wings.